
Implications of Moore’s Laws for Semiconductor Industry Credit Quality

In 1965, Intel co-founder Gordon Moore came up with certain observations on the progress of 

the semiconductor industry which came to be known as Moore’s laws.  The laws, based on 

empirical observations, have held on fairly well till now.   The first law states that the number of 

transistors that can be placed on an integrated circuit (or a chip as they are popularly called) 

doubles approximately every two years.  According to engineers, the law will hold on for many 

years into the future until nature imposes limits at atomic levels.  The implication of this law is 

that processing speed, memory capacity etc will also go up at this exponential rate.

Moore’s second law follows from the first law.  Due to the first law, computer power to the 

consumers continuously rises as the cost per transistor halves.  However the cost to the 

producer, to fulfill Moore’s first law, follows the opposite trend as R&D cost, equipment for 

manufacturing and manufacturing costs of chips goes up exponentially for each generation of 

chips.  So, the capital costs for setting up a fab increases exponentially with each generation. 

Around the time Moore penned his law, a new fab cost $14 million to set up.  Now, according to 

Intel, a new fab costs $6 billion.  In Taiwan, Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company 

(TSMC) has set up two “Giga-Fabs”, each costing more than $8 billion.  So, if you did not have 

the financial muscle to set up these godzillas (“Size does matter” as the movie by the name 

proclaims), employing as little debt as possible, you are out of the game even before the 

opening whistle.  If you do not follow TSMC’s capital expenditure program, you have two 

choices open before you.   Either get out of chip manufacturing altogether and merely focus on 

chip design, i.e. become a “fabless” company.  Or you spread the risks of capital expenditure 

with other firms.  IBM, Infineon of Germany and Samsung Electronics of South Korea have 

paired together to develop chips.   Some, like Texas Instruments, a US consumer electronics 



firm, have adopted the middle path (the “fab-lite” strategy) - wherein they manufacture some 

chips while they outsource the manufacture of other chips.

It is this required capital expenditure that mandates high fixed costs for the industry and drives 

the players into unhealthy pricing practices at the bottom of a cycle.   Because of fixed costs 

dominating the cost structure (depreciation of fixed assets being the biggest item), it makes 

sense for the semiconductor companies to keep operating their fabs as long as they cover their 

variable expenses and recover some element of their upfront investment.  For instance, in 2007, 

Taiwan’s United Microelectronics had fixed costs that amounted to almost 70% of total costs. 

This holds for all producers within a narrow band- hence there is a continuous downward 

pressure on prices.    Such is the pressure that manufacturers resort to price fixing as the only 

way out.  Between 1999 and 2002, Korea’s Samsung, and Hynix and Germany’s Infineon 

Technologies resorted to price fixing of dynamic random memory (DRAM) chips- for which they 

had to pay huge fines to the anti-trust authorities in the US.   

Having understood the economics of the industry, Intel continuously expanded its capacity 

before other players understood the rules of the game and today accounts for more than 80% of 

global microprocessor revenue.  TSMC followed the Intel line- however it enjoys lower return on 

capital employed on account of its smaller trove of intellectual property and on account of 

Intel’s vice like grip over end users.   Moore’s laws ensure that unless you have fantastic 

financial strength you won’t survive- there is no room for plodding along as in other industries. 

So those who need credit in this industry should not be given because they will not be able to 

service it- those who don’t need it are creditworthy.  Moore’s laws imply creditors have a 

limited role in this industry.
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